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Abstract. A parallel, three-dimensional electrostatic PIC code is developed for large-scale electric propulsion simulations using
parallel supercomputers. This code uses a newly developed immersed-finite-element particle-in-cell (IFE-PIC) algorithm designed
to handle complex boundary conditions accurately while maintaining the computational speed of the standard PIC code. Domain
decomposition is used in both field solve and particle push to divide the computation among processors. Two simulations studies
are presented to demonstrate the capability of the code. The first is a full particle simulation of near-thruster plume using real
ion to electron mass ratio. The second is a high-resolution simulation of multiple ion thruster plume interactions for a realistic
spacecraft using a domain enclosing the entire solar array panel. Performance benchmarks show that the IFE-PIC achieves a high
parallel efficiency of � 90%.

1. Introduction

Electric propulsion is a critical enabling technology
for future deep space missions. An electric propul-
sion (EP) device propels a spacecraft by continuously
emitting a high speed plasma flow over long periods
of time. One of the important issues in the application
of electric propulsion is the interactions from thruster
exhaust plume. In addition to being an interesting plas-
ma physics problem, the thruster plume has long raised
both engineering and science concerns as it may con-
taminate spacecraft surfaces and sensors, induce com-
plex plasma interactions, and interfere with plasma and
magnetic field measurements from spacecraft. Due to
the complex nature of the physics involved, the difficul-
ty of creating in-flight conditions in ground tests, and
a lack of flight testing opportunity, physics based mod-
eling is increasingly being used to predict EP plume
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effects. EP plume modeling has been a subject of ex-
tensive recent research. Some recent plume modeling
studies can be found in [1–7] and references therein.

The underlying physics of many EP plume interac-
tion problems is that of a collisionless plasma flow.
Most physics based plume models are developed using
the particle-in-cell (PIC) method. A PIC code mod-
els a plasma as many macro-particles and follows the
evolution of the orbits of individual macro-particles in
the self-consistent electromagnetic field [9]. In a PIC
code, the particles are located anywhere the simulation
domain but the field quantities are defined only on dis-
crete mesh points. A PIC code uses a “gather" step to
interpolate fields from mesh points to particle positions
to push particles and a “scatter" step to deposit parti-
cle quantities to mesh points for solving the electric
field. The particle trajectories and the electric fields are
solved iteratively between a field solver and a particle
pusher. While the particle simulation method allows
one to study a problem from the very fundamental level,
the scope of the physics that can be resolved in a sim-
ulation study critically depends on the computational
power.
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While recent advances in parallel computing tech-
nology have provided computational possibilities that
were previously not conceivable, parallel computing
has not been widely used in EP plume modeling. This
is in part due to specific difficulties in parallel imple-
mentation. Previously, various 3-D electrostatic and
electromagnetic PIC codes have been implemented on
parallel supercomputers (see for example [10–16] and
references therein). Domain decomposition is typi-
cally used to divide the computations among proces-
sors. Many parallel electromagnetic PIC codes are
designed to use a local, non-iterative method such as
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method or
discrete-volume time-domain method to minimize the
overhead of inter-processor communications. The fast
Fourier transform (FFT) method has also been widely
used in parallel electrostatic and electromagnetic PIC
codes. High parallel efficiencies have been demonstrat-
ed for PIC codes using such field solution techniques.
However, most EP plume simulations require one to
solve an electrostatic boundary value problem involv-
ing complex boundary conditions inside the simulation
domain. For such problems, a local non-iterative field
solve method cannot be applied because of the ellipti-
cal nature of the Poisson’s equation. The FFT method
also can not be easily applied because of the presence
of complex internal boundaries. Hence, one’s choices
on the field solution methods are limited to global, it-
erative methods. In addition, an unstructured body-fit
mesh is also typically needed in order to solve the elec-
tric field accurately in the presence of a complex ob-
ject. Developing a field solver that is capable of solving
the Poisson’s equation under complex boundary con-
ditions with high parallel efficiency has been a major
challenge in the parallel implementation of electrostatic
PIC codes.

This paper presents a parallel PIC code developed
for large-scale, 3-dimensional electrostatic PIC simula-
tions involving complex internal boundaries. This par-
allel code incorporates a newly developed immersed-
finite-element (IFE) algorithm [17] to solve the electric
field. The IFE algorithm uses a structured Cartesian
mesh for problems involving arbitrarily shaped bound-
aries. It is shown that the IFE solution accuracy is com-
parable to that of the standard finite element method us-
ing a body-fit unstructured mesh [17]. The IFE formu-
lation allows one to retain the same particle-push and
particle-mesh interpolation of the standard finite differ-
ence based PIC. Moreover, with a Cartesian mesh, the
algebraic systems in the IFE method are always sym-
metric and positive definite, maintaining the desirable

banded structure. This allows easy deployment of fast
solution techniques such as preconditioned conjugate
gradient, ADI, and multi-grid methods. Domain de-
composition techniques can also be easily incorporat-
ed.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the parallel, im-
mersed finite element PIC (IFE-PIC) method for EP
plume modeling, we present two ion thruster plume
simulations in this paper. The first is a full particle PIC
simulation of plume interaction in the near-thruster re-
gion using real ion to electron mass ratio. Due to com-
putational constrains, almost all existing PIC simula-
tions of EP plumes use the hybrid approach where only
the ions are treated as particles and the electrons are
simplified using various assumptions. However, as the
physics in the near thruster region is primarily deter-
mined by electron dynamics, one must adopt the kinetic
approach for both ions and electrons in order to resolve
the near-thruster plume characteristics. The second is
a high-resolution simulation of multiple ion thruster
plume interactions with spacecraft. Due to compu-
tational constraints, previous PIC simulations of EP
plume interactions are often limited to simplified space-
craft configurations and a relatively small simulation
domain enclosing a fraction of spacecraft body. The
simulation presented here considers a realistic space-
craft configuration modelled after the DAWN space-
craft with three ion thrusters, and uses a large, high
resolution simulation mesh which resolves the charge-
exchange plasma Debye length in a domain enclosing
the entire spacecraft and the solar array panel.

Section 2 briefly discusses the algorithm and parallel
implementation. Section 3 presents simulation model
and simulation results. Section 4 presents performance
benchmarks of running the parallel code on a Dell clus-
ter. Section 5 contains a summary and conclusions.

2. Algorithm and parallel implementation

2.1. IFE-PIC

The basic function of an electrostatic PIC code is to
solve the electric field self-consistently with the bound-
ary conditions and the space charge of the particles
from the Poisson’s equation

∇ · (ε0∇Φ) = e(ne − ni) . (1)

and the trajectories of each charged particle from New-
ton’s second law

d

dt
(mv) = F = qE , v =

dx
dt

. (2)
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A PIC based model of EP plume interactions re-
quires one to resolve accurately the effects from space-
craft boundary on plasmas. Complex geometries are
usually best handled by a body-fit unstructured mesh
using tetrahedral elements for example. However, an
unstructured mesh based particle code can be compu-
tationally expensive compared to a standard Cartesian
mesh PIC code. In a standard Cartesian mesh PIC code,
the location of memory of quantities defined in neigh-
boring cells can be found trivially via indexing. This is
in contrast to an unstructured mesh where the neighbors
of a given cell must be found by lookups in a table or
other methods requiring additional memory references
and computation time. Moreover, for an unstructured
mesh, a fairly complex scheme is typically needed to
determine a particle’s new cell. These added complexi-
ties not only makes large-scale 3-D simulations expen-
sive computationally but also complicates the parallel
implementation. On the other hand, a finite difference
method based field solver using the Cartesian meshes
is susceptible of losing accuracy in the fields in the
vicinity of a irregular boundary.

The IFE-PIC is a hybrid finite-element and finite-
difference particle-in-cell algorithm. In IFE-PIC, the
Poisson’s Eq. (1) is solved using the recently devel-
oped immersed-finite-element method [17,18]. A ma-
jor feature of the IFE method is that it uses a Cartesian
based mesh to solve the electric field in the presence of
complex boundaries. This greatly simplifies the search
for macro-particle locations and particle-mesh interpo-
lations for PIC. Unlike body-fitted, unstructured mesh-
based field solvers, the IFE solver treats the internal
bounday as part of the simulation domain and solves
the electric field as an “interface” problem. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, since the mesh used by IFE-PIC is gen-
erated independently of the object boundary (i.e. the
interface) inside the simulation domain, some of the
cells in the mesh will intersect with the object boundary.
Hence, the elements used by IFE include (1) interface
elements, i.e. those elements whose interiors are cut
through by the object, and (2) non-interface elements.

Following the same procedure applied in standard fi-
nite element method, the solution space in IFE method
is discretized using a finite number of local basis func-
tions defined on each element of the mesh. In a non-
interface tetrahedron, the standard linear local nodal
basis functions can be used to span the local finite ele-
ment space. In an interface element, the physical jump
conditions at interface are used to determine the IFE
basis function.

If the simulation domain is of rectangular shape,
then a 3D Cartesian mesh with brick or tetrahedral

Fig. 1. The Cartesian-tetrahedral mesh used by IFE-PIC (2-D projec-
tion). The circular internal object boundary represents an interface
surface in the simulation domain. Those cells containing the inter-
face are interface cells. The physical jump conditions at interface are
used to determine the IFE basis functions for the two portions of the
interface cell.

elements may be naturally chosen for the IFE field
solver. Based on the intersection topology of interface
cells, we find that a tetrahedral element possesses fa-
vorable topological features compared with a brick el-
ement while keeping the total number of mesh nodes
the same. Hence, the IFE-PIC code presented here
uses a Cartesian-tetrahedral mesh, where the IFE field
solver uses the tetrahedral elements rather than brick el-
ements. The primary mesh of IFE-PIC is the Cartesian
mesh. Each Cartesian cell is further divided into five
tetrahedral elements as shown in Fig. 2. The primary
Cartesian mesh is used by PIC. The secondary struc-
tured tetrahedral mesh is used by the IFE field solver.
By investigating the possible intersection topologies of
a typical tetrahedral element, we found that there are
only two possible intersection topologies if the mesh
size is small enough compared to the interface curva-
ture, as shown in Fig. 2. The details of the IFE method,
including the construction of the basis functions for the
interface elements, are discussed in [17].

The particle push and charge deposit in IFE-PIC are
identical to that in a finite difference based PIC. If a
particle is located in a non-interface cell, the force in-
terpolation is also identical to that in a finite difference
PIC. For all interface cells, an extra search is performed
to identify which tetrahedron a particle is located in,
and the electric field obtained from the IFE solution for
that tetrahedron element is used directly to push parti-
cles. The accuracy of the IFE-PIC algorithm has been
investigated using various test cases. For instance, the
accuracy and the convergenceof the IFE field solver are
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Fig. 2. Partition of a Cartesian cell into five tetrahedra and intersection topology.

discussed in detail in [17] where the IFE solution of the
electric field was compared against both the analytical
solution and the standard finite element solution.

2.2. Parallel implementation

2.2.1. Domain decomposition
The IFE-PIC is parallelized using domain decom-

position and the General Concurrent PIC (GCPIC) ap-
proach [10]. Each processor is assigned a subdomain
and all the particles and grid points in it. When a par-
ticle moves from one subdomain to another, it must be
passed to the appropriate processors, which requires in-
terprocessor communication. To ensure that the gath-
er/scatter steps can be performed locally, each proces-
sor also stores guard cells (neighboring grid points sur-
rounding a processor’s subdomain which belong to an-
other processor’s subdomain). Interprocessor commu-
nication is necessary to exchange guard cell informa-
tion. The message passing interface (MPI) is used for
interprocessor communications.

As the IFE-PIC is based on the use of a Cartesian
based tetrahedral mesh and the particles are pushed on-
ly in the Cartesian mesh, domain decomposition for
IFE-PIC is the same as the standard finite difference
based PIC (FD-PIC). The IFE mesh as well as the mesh-
object intersections are generated locally for each sub-
domain. The finite element system is constructed and
stored locally on each processor. Figure 3 illustrates
domain decomposition of the IFE mesh and node clas-
sifications. For the particular application considered in
this paper, the computation time is dominated by IFE
solution of the electric field (see Section IV). Hence, a
domain decomposition of subdomains with equal num-
ber of nodes is sufficient to ensure load balance among
processors.

2.2.2. Parallel IFE field solver
To account for the assembly of the local finite el-

ement system on the elements at subdomain bound-
aries, the subdomain IFE mesh extends to include the
guard cells from neighboring processors. The subdo-
main IFE mesh nodes are classified as local nodes (the
nodes that are assigned to the current processor) and
external nodes (the adjacent nodes assigned to neigh-
boring processors). Local nodes are further classified
as local internal nodes (the nodes that have no connec-
tivity with external nodes), and local boundary nodes
(the nodes that have element connectivity with external
nodes). Figure 3 illustrates domain decomposition of
the IFE mesh and node classification.

The finite element system is constructed and
stored locally on local nodes. The application of the
preconditioned-conjugate gradient solver inside the
IFE solver requires the parallel implementation of
vector-vector inner products and matrix-vector prod-
ucts. The inner products of local vectors are first per-
formed by each processor,and then the local inner prod-
ucts are summed over all processors. The implemen-
tation of matrix-vector multiplications is more cum-
bersome. The local stiffness matrix, or mass matrix,
is divided into three sub-matrices: local sub-stiffness
matrix (which include the entries associated with inter-
connectivity of local nodes), external sub-stiffness ma-
trix (which includes entries associated with the con-
nectivity of local boundary nodes with external nodes),
and zero matrix (which includes zero entries). Dur-
ing matrix-vector multiplication, the local sub-stiffness
matrix is multiplied with the associated local vectors,
the external sub-stiffness matrix is multiplied with the
vectors associated with external nodes,and the zero ma-
trix is simply ignored. Communication among neigh-
boring processors is required to send information from
local boundary nodes, and receive information from
external nodes.
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Fig. 3. Domain decomposition of the IFE mesh and node classification.

2.2.3. Parallel PIC
The construction of the parallel code includes the

development of a parallel IFE field solver, and paral-
lel implementation of the problem setup and PIC com-
ponents of the legacy sequential PIC codes. The par-
allel implementation of PIC is carried out using the
UCLA Parallel PIC Framework (UPIC) [16]. The UP-
IC Framework provides the common components that
many PIC codes share, making use of object-oriented
design in Fortran95. The Framework supports multiple
numerical methods, different physics approximations,
different numerical optimizations and implementations
on different hardware. It is designed to hide the com-
plexity of parallel processing and with “defensive” pro-
gramming in mind, meaning that it contains many error
checks and debugging helps. The UPIC Framework
has been used to build a number of new parallel PIC
codes. The parallel implementation is done through
the merger of the UPIC Framework and the application
subroutines. Specific components from UPIC were
customized for this new code, primarily those involving
management of particles on parallel processors. Only
1-dimensional domain decomposition is implemented
in the current version of the code.

3. Simulation studies

3.1. Ion thruster plume

In a typical ion thruster, the propellant xenon ions
are accelerated through an ion optics grid to achieve a
kinetic energy Eb up to 1100 eV (exit beam velocity
of vb � 3.5 × 106 cm/s). The temperature of the ions
corresponds to the thruster wall temperature, typical-
ly Tw ∼ 500 K (0.04 eV). Outside the thruster, the
propellant ions form a “cold”, high speed beam with a
divergence half angle of about 15 degree to 20 degree

due to the curvature of thruster exit surface. The ion
beam is kept quasi-neutral by electrons emitted from
the neutralizer. Ground measurements show that the
electrons near thruster exit typically have a temperature
of Te ∼ 2 eV.

The propellant that remains un-ionized flows out of
the thruster exit in free molecular flow with a ther-
mal speed corresponding to the thruster wall temper-
ature Tw. Charge-exchange (CEX) collisions occur
between the beam ions and the neutrals, generating
slow moving charge exchange ions and fast moving
neutrals. CEX ions can backflow within the plume to
impinge on thruster components, causing ion sputter-
ing of materials. CEX ions can also be pushed out
of the plume and backflow to interact with spacecraft.
Hence, an ion thruster plume is composed of propellant
efflux (high energy beam ions, neutralizing electrons,
and un-ionized neutrals that escaped through the ion
optics and from the neutralizer), nonpropellant efflux
(material sputtered from thruster components and the
neutralizer), and a low-energy charge-exchange plas-
ma generated between the beam ions and the neutrals
within the plume.

3.2. Full particle simulation of plume in the near
thruster region

We first study ion thruster plume in the near-thruster
region. The physical process associated with the plume
near thruster exit has the following characteristics: the
plasma flow is essentially collisionless (the mean-free
path of charged particle collisions is much larger than
the thruster dimension), the flow is mesothermal (the
ion beam velocityvb is much larger than the ion thermal
speed vti but is much less than the electron thermal
speed vte, vti << vb << vte), and there are strong
interactions between electrons and ions, and the local
electric field.
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Fig. 4. Setup and domain decomposition for near-thruster plume simulation.

Fig. 5. Normalized potential contours (left) & electron and ion density contours (right). The potential is normalized by Te = 2 eV. On the right
panel: electron density is shown on the left half and ion density is shown on the right half panel.

Few studies have attempted to simulate this problem
using the full particle PIC approach primarily due to
computational constraints. This is because, in order to
simulate the physics correctly, a full particle PIC simu-
lation must be carried out using an ion to electron mass
ratio very close to the real mass ratio (and thus extreme-
ly small time steps for ion motion) in order to main-
tain the correct mesothermal velocity ratio. Moreover,
one must also use a sufficiently fine mesh resolution to
resolve the plasma Debye length at thruster exit, λD,
and a relatively large simulation domain to minimize
the effects of the simulation boundary.

The simulation setup is shown in Fig. 4. The thruster
exit has a curved beam emission surface with a diver-

gence angle of ∼ 19◦. Due to the symmetry, we only
need to simulate 1/4 of the configuration. The pur-
pose of this simulation is to analyze electron distri-
butions and plume potential in a quasi-neutral plume.
Hence, in the simulation, both the ions and electrons
are injected into the simulation domain from the beam
emission surface at thruster exit. The electrons are as-
sumed to have an initial drifting Maxwellian distribu-
tion with a temperature of Te = 2 eV. The ions are
assumed to have an initial drifting Maxwellian distri-
bution with a temperature of Ti = 0.04 eV. To speed up
the simulation, we use the mass ratio of proton to elec-
tron, mi/me � 1836. Even using the parallel comput-
er, simulations still need to be performed for “scaled-
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Fig. 6. Electron distribution functions at serveral downstream locations (Vx is normalized by electron thermal speed (Te/me)1/2.

Fig. 7. Setup and domain decomposition for multiple-thruster plume spacecraft interaction simulation.

down” problems. The ion beam exit radius is taken to
be rb/λD = 13 and the thruster body radius is taken
to be rT /λD = 15.5. (If the thruster in the simulation
had a real physical dimension of the 30cm diameter
NSTAR thruster, the simulation parameters would cor-
respond to a pseudo operating condition that generates
a beam ion density of ∼ 106 cm−3 at the thruster exit.)

Both the thruster firing direction and domain decom-
position is along the z direction. The mesh resolution
is taken to be the Debye length λD at thruster exit. In
the simulation presented here, the PIC mesh is taken to
be 60× 60× 256. The number of micro-particles used
is more than 100 million. Simulations are carried out
using 8 processor of the JPL Dell Xeon cluster.
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Fig. 8. Normalized potential contours (left) & ion density contours (right). (The unit for potential contour levels is 5 V. The unit for ion density
contour levels is n = 0.76 × 105 /cm3.

Simulation results are shown in Figs 5 and 6. Fig-
ure 5 shows a snapshot of the potential contours (left
panel) and ion and electron density contours (right pan-
el) at the time when the ion beam reaches beyond one
thruster diameter. The contours are shown on a z-x
plane cutting through the thruster center. The results of
Fig. 5 show a neutralized ion beam with electrons con-
fined within the ion beam. As the electrons are much
more mobile than the ions due to their large thermal
velocity, the plume center has a slightly more positive
space charge and a small positive potential. The elec-
tron distribution functions for the velocity component
vx, fe(vx), at different downstream locations from the
thruster exit are shown in Fig. 6. The distributions func-
tions are calculated for electrons within every 4 cells
along the z direction. Because of the small value of
the plume potential, the electrons in a neutralized beam
largely maintain their initial distributions as expected.

3.3. High resolution simulation of multiple ion
thruster plume interactions with spacecraft

We next study ion thruster plume surrounding the
entire spacecraft. Previously, Wang et al. [1] developed
a 3-dimensional finite-difference based PIC model for
ion thruster plume plasma interactions which showed
excellent agreement with in-flight measurements from
the Deep Space 1 (DS1) spacecraft. The model present-
ed here adopts the same physics formulation as in [1]
and uses a similar simulation setup.

We consider a spacecraft configuration similar to the
DAWN spacecraft, shown in Fig. 7. The spacecraft
consists of a 1.32 × 1.32 × 1.32 m cube spacecraft

bus, a spherical dish antenna, and three cylindrical ion
thrusters. The ion thruster considered is taken to be the
30cm diameter NSTAR (NASA Solar Electric Propul-
sion Technology Application Readiness) ion thruster
used on the Deep Space 1 spacecraft. We consider ion
thruster plume due to all three thrusters firing simulta-
neously.

The focus here is to simulate the CEX ion backflow.
Hence, only the CEX ions are treated as particles. The
density distribution of the propellant ion beam n b(x) is
modeled by an analytical profile of parabolic axisym-
metric core and an exponential decay wing. The den-
sity distribution of the neutral plume nn(x) is mod-
eled analytically as that of a free molecular flow from
a point source located at one thruster radius rT behind
the thruster exit. The electrons density is modelled by
the Boltzmann distribution

ne = nb0 exp
(

Φ − Φp0

Te

)
(3)

where nb0 is the average plasma density at thruster
exit and Φp0 is the plume potential near thruster ex-
it. Charge-exchange ions are introduced into the sim-
ulation domain according to nb(x), nn(x), beam ion
velocity vb, and the charge-exchange collision cross
section σcex:

dncex

dt
= nb(x)nn(x)vbσcex (4)

The input parameters for the charge-exchange ion
simulation include the average ion beam density n b0

and neutral plume density nn0 at thruster exit, the po-
tential difference between the plume and spacecraft
Φp0 − Φscg , the electron temperature in the plume Te,
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Fig. 9. Performance benchmarks of the paralle IFE-PIC code using 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors of the JPL Dell Xeon cluster. Left column: field
solve, particle push, and total time measured for PIC time steps from 151 to 200. Right column: paralled efficiencies of field solve, particle push,
and total code performance measured during the same period.
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Table 1
Simulation input parameters derived from DS1 data

vb (km/s) 38.7
nb0 (1/cm3) 3.22 × 109

nn0 (1/cm3) 0.23 × 1012

Φp0 − Φsc (V) 19
Te (eV) 2.09

and charge-exchange collision cross section. In our
model, nb0 and nn0 are derived from DS1 in-flight ion
engine data. Φp0−Φscg andTe are taken to have the val-
ues measured by the DS1 in-flight measurement [19].
The spacecraft surface is assumed to have a uniform po-
tential distribution equal to the spacecraft ground Φscg.
The simulation input for the results presented in this
section is listed in Table 1.

Due to symmetry,we only need to simulate half of the
spacecraft configuration with respect to the x-z plane of
the thruster centerline. The simulation presented here
is intended to provide a high resolution description of
the CEX plasma environment surrounding spacecraft.
Hence, the simulation domain is taken to be sufficiently
large to enclose the entire solar array panel and the mesh
resolution is taken to be sufficiently high to resolve the
Debye length of the CEX plasma in the wake region.
The size of the entire simulation domain is 9.3 m ×
9.3 m × 15.4 m. This domain is decomposed into
subdomains along the z direction using 1-D domain
decomposition. The PIC mesh is a uniform Cartesian
mesh, with cell size taken to be a 6cm cube. The
total number of PIC cells in the simulation domain is
155 × 155 × 256 (more than 6.15 million cells). The
entire IFE mesh has 30,752,000 tetrahedral elements.
The simulation presented here typically uses ∼ 12.5
million particles. Simulations are performed using 8,
16, 32, and 64 processor of the JPL Dell Xeon cluster.

The steady state potential contours and CEX ion
density contours are shown in Fig. 8 on selected 2-
dimensional surfaces. Previously, it has been shown
that CEX ion backflow is through an expansion process
similar to that of a mesothermal plasma expansion into
a vacuum [1]. Figure 8 shows the same expansion char-
acteristics. The detailed CEX plume structure is more
complex than the single thruster plume. The presence
of the antenna dish also enhances plume backflow as
the antenna is assumed to have the spacecraft ground
potential.

4. Performance benchmarks

The Dell Xeon cluster at JPL is used for simulations
presented in this paper. This section presents perfor-

mance benchmarks of this parallel PIC code on this
parallel computer. The Dell Xeon cluster has 1024
Intel Xeon processors (3.2 GHz), with 2GB memory
per CPU. The total memory of the system is 2TB and
the theoretical peak speed is 6.55 TFLOPS. The cluster
supports parallel programming with the message pass-
ing interface (MPI) and runs the Linux operating sys-
tem. The performance of the code is measured using
"fixed problem size" analysis. We use the high res-
olution simulation of multiple ion thruster plume dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 as an example. We compare the
times to run the same size problem on an increasing
number of processors.

We measure the total code time per time step loop
Ttot as well as the times spent by each major functions
of the code. Let us denote Tmove , Tdeposit, Tfield,
as the total time spent by the code on particle move,
charge deposit, and field solve respectively. We define
the particle push time as

Tpush = Tmove + Tdeposit (5)

Hence

Ttot = Tmove + Tdeposit + Tfield
(6)

= Tpush + Tfield

Since each processor runs the code with slightly dif-
ferent times, the times measured are the maximum pro-
cessor times among all processors used. Hence, there
will be a small difference between the measured Ttot

and the value of Tmove + Tdeposit + Tfield. Moveover,
since the clock calls introduce synchronization, the
measured times presented here are slightly longer than
the times spent by the code with all subroutine clocks
turned off.

The particle move, charge deposit, and field solve
functions of the code all require inter-processor com-
munications and related processing. The times spent
on these functions represent the overhead for using par-
allel processing. We denote T com

push as the times spent on
trading particles and exchange guard cells and related
inter-processor communication by particle move and
charge deposit. We denote T com

field as the time spent on
processing subdomain boundary conditions and related
inter-processor communications by field solve. Hence,
the total overhead for parallel processing is

T com
tot = T com

push + T com
field (7)

To measure the communication overhead, we define
the parallel efficiency of particle push and field solve
as
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ηpush =
Tpush−T com

push

Tpush
, ηfield=

Tfield−T com
field

Tfield
(8)

and the overall parallel efficiency of the code as

η =
Ttot − T com

tot

Ttot
(9)

The measured Tpush, Tfield, Ttot, and ηpush, ηfield, η
are shown in Fig. 9. The simulations performed is a
full transient to steady state simulation where the num-
ber of macro-particles increases gradually as the sim-
ulation proceeds and the field is updated at every time
step. The times shown are measured during the relative
early stage of the simulation, between 151 to 200 PIC
steps. (The steady state is reached after 900 steps).
During this time period, Tfield dominates Ttot because
of the relatively small number of particles inside the
simulation domain. The performance of the code and
the efficiency of the code improves as more particles
are introduced into the simulation domain. We also
note that, as the code spends most of its computing time
on field solve, load balancing between processors can
be achieved simply by assigning equal number of mesh
points for subdomains in domain decomposition.

The IFE-PIC runs with high parallel efficiency with
η � 90%. The is because the IFE field solver is
extremely computational intensive and thus the inter-
processor communication time is negligible as com-
pared to the computation time. The performance
of the code may be further characterized by particle
push time per particle per time step, tpush, and field
solve time per cell per time step, tfield. On the JPL
Dell cluster, once the simulation has reached a steady
state (PIC steps 900 through 1000), the IFE-PIC code
runs at a speed of tpush � 156 ns/particle/step and
tfield � 4690 ns/cell/step using 64 processors.

5. Summary and conclusions

In summary, a parallel, three-dimensional electro-
static PIC code is developed for large-scale simulations
of electric propulion plume spacecraft interactions us-
ing parallel supercomputers. This code uses a newly
developed IFE-PIC algorithm. The IFE-PIC algorithm
is designed to handle complex boundary conditions ac-
curately while maintaining the computational speed of
the standard PIC code. To demonstrate the effective-
ness of parallel computing, the parallel IFE-PIC is used
to perform full particle PIC simulation of near-thruster
plume and high-resolution simulation of multiple ion
thruster plume interactions with a realistic spacecraft.

The performance benchmarks of the parallel IFE-PIC
is measured on the Dell Xeon cluster. We find that the
IFE-PIC runs with a high parallel efficiency for electric
propulsion simulations. For example, a simulation of
electric propulsion plume interactions was performed
for a large domain enclosing the entire spacecraft and
solar array (9.3 m×9.3 m×15.4m) with a high resolu-
tion (dx � 6 cm) using more than 6.1 million PIC cells,
30.7 million finite elements, and 12.5 million micro-
particles. Such a simulation can be completed in a little
over 2 hours using 64 processors on the Dell cluster at
JPL at a parallel efficiency of 90%. This suggests that
large-scale PIC simulations can be applied effectively
to solve engineering problems in electric propulsion.
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